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About This Game

Get ready for the ultimate treasure hunt! Your shop, Rusted Gold, has shelves to fill, auctions to run, and money to make—and
you can only do that with the best finds.

Check out the dozens of locations from run-down farms to back road antique shops to abandoned storage units to see if you can
stumble upon your next great treasure. What do you do once you’ve found something? Shine it up or sell it as is to see if you can
turn a profit, or if you hit bust. Haggle with crazy characters as you try to build your reputation for having the best picks around

and learn more about what makes each person tick. Consult with an expert to avoid being hoodwinked! Combine items to
increase their values and learn how to increase your odds along the way.

Price your picks to sell them in your shop, or take your chances on the auction block to see if you can make an even bigger
profit!

Key Features:

Fill the shelves of Rusted Gold to try to turn a profit
Check out 12 cool locations and the nooks and crannies of each one to find your next great pick!
Meet America’s quirkiest characters and try to haggle them down
Build up your reputation for being the best Picker around
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Combine items you find to turn an even bigger profit!
Don’t be fooled—consult an expert to appraise your items
Unique combination of Adventure (Midnight Mysteries), Resource Management (Build-a-lot), and Hidden Object
(Samantha Swift) game play
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I can't know how to play this game :D. good game but too short.. An interesting take on the HOG genre, but I found it too
difficult to proceed in the ranks. The item finding was fun, and auctioning and price-setting was also fun, but I never made any
money. That probably means I am bad at the game, but that is something the game should help with. I guess I would recommend
this game is you like HOGs, with a bit of frustration.. Hidden Object with a twist. It's got some weird stuff in it, but it's
enjoyable.. Simple mix of puzzle and strategy (money management). Worth a try.
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This game is for people that hate their lives.. I luv waching piccers and this game was just like living in the van.. Very fun game
in the beginning. I like that you can sell what you find and not just collect....but game needs to be bigger with more high priced
and interesting objects. Gets a little old once you know where everything is. This format has a great deal of potential though. I
would love to see an update for this, or even a completely new and better version.. Interesting take on the classic hidden object
genre, where you buy the items that you find on the scenes and you sell or auction them afterwards in your store. Your goal is,
of course, to make the maximum profit from every item that you buy. There is a huge variety of them, from simple clocks to
one of a kind (and very pricey) items, such as a William Shakespeare's manuscript. The items are sorted in certain categories
and every day different categories are listed as hot and give the most profit.The downsides of this game are its almost complete
lack of voice overs and its price.. I have way to much fun with this game
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